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Wikimedia Philippines
Basic Facts

Approved by WMF: 12 March, 2010
Approved by SEC: 12 April, 2010
Has 16 members
Asia's fourth and Southeast Asia's second recognized chapter
Media Coverage: GMANews.TV, ABS-CBN and micro.ph/one
What we have done so far?

Meetings:
Annual Convention last May 15, 2011
Quarterly Meetings
Board Meetings
Meetups: Wikipedia Kapihan
What we have done so far?

Participated in:
- Wikimedia Conference 2010
- 8th Y4iT Congress
- 11th National Convention on Statistics
- TIP CITE Week
- Debate Forum at UST
- Wikipedia 10 – Wikipedia Takes Manila
Wikimedia Conference 2010
April 2010
8th Philippine Youth Congress in Information Technology
September 2010
11th National Convention on Statistics
October 2010
You can view the summary of these milestones at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGdbYg_HQoQ

(search for “Wikimedia Philippines Milestones” in Youtube)
Plans for the coming year

Organize Philippine delegation to Wikimania 2011

Another Wikipedia Takes the City event

Collaboration with OpenStreetMap Philippines

Participate in:

9th Y4iT Congress

Software Freedom Day

Workshops on various schools
Challenges faced

Lack of manpower
Insufficient logistics
Know more about us:

info@wikimedia.org.ph

http://www.wikimedia.org.ph

http://twitter.com/pinoywikipedia

http://www.facebook.com/wikimediaphilippines

http://www.facebook.com/pinoywiki